
A Character

Luke

Meets A Guide

Meets Obi-Wan Kenobi
Accomplished Jedi

Calls Them
To Action

Go defeat
the Empire

Ends In Success

The Rebellion
avoids defeat

Has A Problem

External: Must defeat Empire
Internal: Is he a Jedi?
Philosophical: Good vs. evil

Who Provides 
A Plan

Trust the Force

Helps Avoid 
Failure

The Rebellion
is crushed
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Star Wars Example



The patient is the hero, not your brand. 

A story starts with a hero who wants something. And then the question becomes: Will the hero get 
what she wants? 

When you define something your patient wants, the patient is invited to alter their story in your 
direction. If they see your brand as a trustworthy and reliable guide, they will likely engage.

Step One: Create a list of potential desires our patients might have that we can fulfill.
Are they searching for...more time, a sense of community, increased savings, improved health, 
status/prominence, sense of meaning/purpose, association, etc.? 

Step Two: Pare down our patient’s ambition to a single focus. The goal is to create a clear 
message that is easy to understand for our patients. Is there a single focus that covers 
all or most of our patient’s desires? 
 
Here are some examples from other industries:
“Helping you become everyone’s favorite leader.” 
“A hassle-free MBA you can complete after work.”
“A yard that looks better than your neighbor’s.”
Find the luxury and rest you’ve been looking for.”

1: A CHARACTER



Companies tend to sell solutions to external problems,
but customers buy solutions to internal problems.

There are three levels of problems heroes (and customers face): 1) External Problems; 2) Internal 
Problems; 3) Philosophical Problems. In a story, a villain initiates an external problem that causes 
the character to experience an internal frustration that is, quite simply, philosophically wrong. 

Here’s an example of all three problems:  
Edward Jones Financial Planning
 External: I need investment help
 Internal: I’m confused about how to do this (especially with all the high-tech tools out there)
 Philosophical: If I’m going to invest my money, I deserve an advisor who will thoughtfully   
 explain things in person. 

Step One: Brainstorm the external problems our brand resolves. Is there one that seems 
to represent the widest swath of services? 

Step Two: Brainstorm the internal problems (frustration or doubt) our patients are feeling 
as it relates to our industry. Is there one that stands out as a universal experience for our 
patients? 

Step Three: Is our brand part of a larger, more important story? Is there a philosophical 
wrong our brand stands against? 

2: HAS A PROBLEM



Customers aren’t looking for another hero;
they’re looking for a guide.

Every major story involves a guide. If heroes could solve their own problems, they would never get 
into trouble in the first place. Nearly every human being is looking for a guide to help them win the 
day. 
 
The two things a brand must communicate to position themselves as the guide are 1) Empathy 
and 2) Authority. Think of how Yoda serves as the guide to the hero Luke Skywalker. Yoda under-
stands Luke’s dilemma and empathetically coaches him to use the Force. And because Yoda is 
also an accomplished Jedi himself, he has the authority to help Luke master the required skills to 
win the day. 

Step One: Brainstorm empathetic statements we can make so our patients know we 
care about their internal problem. Empathetic statements start with words like, “We understand 
how it feels to...” or “Nobody should have to experience...” or “Like you, we are frustrated by...”

Once we express empathy and demonstrate authority, we can position our brand as the guide our 
patients have been looking for. This will make a significant difference in the way they remember us, 
understand us, and ultimately, engage with our services. 

Step Two: Brainstorm the many ways we can demonstrate competence and authority by 
exploring patient testimonials, statistics that demonstrate competence, or even awards 
we’ve won that recognize our expertise. 

3: MEETS A GUIDE



Customers trust a guide who has a plan.

In almost every story, the guide gives the hero a plan, or a bit of information, or a few steps they 
can use to get the job done. In Star Wars, Yoda tells Luke to trust the Force and then trains Luke on 
how to wield this power. People are looking for a plan or series of steps they can take to solve their 
problems. 

Effective plans do one of two things: they either clarify how somebody can do business with us, or 
they remove the sense of risk somebody might have if they’re considering investing in our services.

Step One: Brainstorm the simple steps a patient would need to take in order to do 
business with our company. This will likely be between 3 and 5 steps. The whole point of 
creating a plan is to alleviate patient confusion so keep it simple. 

Example: 1) Schedule an appointment; 2) Allow us to create a customized plan; 3) Execute the 
plan together.

Step Two: What fears do our patients have related to our industry? What agreements 
could we make with them that would alleviate those fears? 
 
Example: CarMax (used cars) Agreement Plan:
1. Customers will never have to haggle
2. CarMax refuses to sell a car that doesn’t meet their standards
3. Every car goes through a rigorous renewal process to be sure it meets the quality certification seal.
4. Every car comes with a 7-Day Money Back Guarantee

4: WHO PROVIDES A PLAN



Customers do not take action unless they are challenged to take action.

In stories, characters never take action on their own. They have to be challenged to take action. 
Our patients are the same. 

The moral of the story is people don’t have ESP. They can’t read our minds and they don’t know 
what we want, even if it seems obvious. We have to clearly invite patients to take a journey with us 
or they won’t.

Step One: Brainstorm various calls to action that we can make in our marketing cam-
paigns. These are direct calls to action, such as “buy now,” or “schedule an appointment.” 

Step Two: Brainstorm any transitional calls to action we can create that will stake a claim 
to our territory, create reciprocity with our patients, and position our brand as a guide. 
 
Transitional calls to action contain less risk and usually offer a patient something for free. 
Examples include “Watch a webinar,” or “download a PDF guide about...”

5: CALLS THEM TO ACTION



Every human being is trying to avoid a tragic ending.

The only two motivations a hero has in a story are to escape something bad and experience some-
thing good. Such is life. Our desire to avoid pain motivates us to seek a resolution to our problems. 

If a storyteller doesn’t clearly let an audience know what no-good, terrible, awful thing might befall 
their hero unless she overcomes her challenge, the story will have no stakes, and a story without 
stakes is boring. 

And in order for our patients to make the best decision possible, they need to be fully aware of the 
realistic consequences that come from following our recommended plan as well as what will  
likely happen if they choose to avoid it. 

Step One: Brainstorm the negative consequences we are helping our patients avoid.
Could patients lose money? What health risks are there if they avoid our services? What about 
opportunity costs? Could they save more money with us than they can with a competitor? Could 
their qualify of life decline if they pass us by? What is the cost of not doing business with us? 

Example: Perkins Motorplex (Used Cars)
-Getting ripped off by a used-car salesman
-Being stuck with a lemon
-Feeling taken advantage of

6: THAT HELPS THEM AVOID FAILURE



Never assume people understand how your brand 
can change their lives. Tell them.

Successful brands, like successful leaders, make it clear what life will look like if somebody 
engages their products or services. Nike promised to bring inspiration and innovation to every 
athlete. Likewise, Starbucks offered to inspire and nurture their customers, one cup at a time. 
For years, Men’s Wearhouse promised, “You’ll like the way you look,” and they even guaranteed it.
 
Without a vision, the people perish. And so do brands.

The important idea here is that we need to repeatedly illustrate how our services can make some-
body’s life better. If we don’t tell patients where we’re taking them, they won’t follow. A story has to 
go somewhere.

Step One: Brainstorm the successful resolution we’re helping our patients achieve. 
What will their lives look like if they use our services? How will they feel? 

Examples: 
Camping gear: An adventure to remember.
Ice Cream: A rich, creamy taste of heaven.
Specialty Rug: A beautiful room that finally feels finished.
Dog Trainer: Finally...no more barking, jumping up on others, or peeing on the carpet.

7: AND ENDS IN SUCCESS


